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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a sequence of morphological processes of multispectral
satellite images of very high resolution (VHR) for orchards class ectracting in a traditional
classification. Thanks to presented algorithm it is possible to obtain orchard pixels of a
unique set of digital numbers, different than one characterizing e.g. only trees or grass.

1 INTRODUCTION

Orchards as a land use class are very easy to extract in the process of visual
interpretation thanks to their characteristic regular pattern. In the VHR satellite images
orchards are presented as a specific structure of trees or bushes on the grass or other type
of base. Depending on orchard type or age as well as the date of image acquisition they
can show different properties but still they are easy to interprete. This fact is shown in
the Figure 1 where the part of Quickbird scene of precincts of Lowicz is presented.

Simultaneously this orchard feature makes their extraction in the semi-automatic
process of traditional classification very difficult. This type of classification is based on
the similarity of the digital numbers of pixels to some model sets of digital numbers
called signatures, collected during the ‘‘training’’ process.

Due to the heterogenic nature of orchards there is no set of digital numbers typical
and unique for this type of land use, so one obtains two or more classes e.g. of trees and
grass instead of one class of orchards. Figure 2 presents an example of such a
classification.

There are methods of a contextual, object-oriented classification, which take into
account not only digital numbers of pixels but also other features of image and objects in
it, like structure, neighbourhood etc. The Software with the new kind of algorithms is
often relatively expensive and the methods are still in the experimental phase.
The image processing presented in this paper allows extraction of orchard classes
without errors described above in the traditional, well-known process of classification
and with algorithms implemented in most of remote sensing software.
This processing includes two simple morphological operations: opening and closing and
can be done using free software downloaded via Internet. Output images of this
processing are combined the way the new image has a two times bigger number of
bands. This image is treated by traditional classification algorithms.
In the next part of the paper another morphological-based algorithm is presented
adjusting the results of the classification made before.
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2 MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY

Mathematical morphology is a set theory approach, developed by J. Serra and G.
Matheron. It provides an approach to processing of digital images that is based on
geometrical shape.

Two fundamental morphological operations – erosion and dilation are based on
Minkowski operations. There are two different types of notations for these operations:
Serra/Matheron notation and Haralick/Sternberg notation. In this paper Haralick/
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Figure 2. Traditional classification of a satellite image.

Figure 1. The part of the Quickbird scen (RGB 421).



Sternberg notation, which is probably more often used in practical applications is used.
In this notation, erosion is defined as follows:

X � B ¼
\

y2B̂

Xy ;

and dilation as:

X � B ¼
[

y2B

Xy

where: B is a structuring element and

Xy ¼ x þ y : x 2 Xf g:
Two other principal operations called opening and closing are simple sequences of

erosion and dilation. Opening is defined by the following equation:

X � B ¼ X � B½ � � B

and closing as:

X � B ¼ X � B½ � � B:

There is also another morphological operation defined by Cheng and Venetsano-
poulos which has some use in experiments presented in this paper. It is called NOP (a
new type of opening operators) and permits to eliminate small groups of pixels. This
operator is defined as follows:

X � BN ¼ max
Bk2BN

(X � Bk );

where BN is a set of the structuring elements of all shapes formed by N eight-connected
pixels.

As written above, mathematical morphology is a set theory approach, so it cannot be
applied to gray-scale and colour images directly. In this case these operations may be
applied using a 3D representation of gray-scale image called umbra. It is a latin word
used in astronomy which means a shade appearing when a star light is covered by
another orb. In a mathematical sense we define an umbra as follows:

U (f ) ¼ f(x; t): 2 R2 � R : f (x) � tg;
Umbra of the gray-scale image is a 3D binary set and mathematical morphology

operators can be easily applied using an umbra of a structuring element.
The reader is referred to the books and articles of mathematical morphology for an

extended background to morphological operators (especially hit and miss transforma-
tion and skeleton operator which are not presented in this paper).

3 DIGITAL CLASSIFICATION OF ORCHARDS

As mentioned before, heterogeneity of orchards is the main source of difficulty in the
extracting orchard class in the process of traditional classification. However,
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operations of opening and closing due to their specific properties enable to overcome
this problem.

Opening and closing are low-pass operations damping spatial frequency in the
image. Using a proper structuring element allows to decrease or suppress heterogeneity
of orchard image. Thanks to the nature of these operations and to the ‘‘toothed’’ umbra
of orchards one obtains two completely different umbras of images – one with higher
level of ‘‘teeth’’ after closing and one with lower after opening. If so, the ‘‘closed’’
image is much brighter than the ‘‘opened’’ one.

A significant difference between the images of orchards after the operations
described above is very helpful because it distinguishes this type of land use from
other, homogenic types. Remark that the source image pixels of grass on a meadow
look similiar to pixels of grass in an orchard and the tree-pixels in the forest are
similar to tree-pixels in orchards. But due to relatively small heterogeneity of forests
and meadows their umbras are not so toothed and their opening/closing images are
similar.
Figure 4 presents three different types of land cover: orchard, meadow and forest and
three images of each of them: source, closing and opening image. There are also parts of
their umbras presented in this figure. Differences between opening and closing are much
more significant for the orchards than for the two other types of land use.

As mentioned above, the condition of achieving the supposed goal is using a
proper structuring element. In the experiments described in this paper a round
element of 15 pixels of radius was used. The Shape of the element was chosen due to
its symmetry, and its size was determined by the mean distance between trees in the
orchard.

After morphological processing opening and closing images are combined and a
traditional, pixel-based classification is performed. Experiments show that the new
image is homogenic enough and the new set of digital values of orchards is distinguished
enough to perform a traditional classification and obtain a class of orchards from it.
Figure 5 shows a mask of an orchard class extracted from a result of classification
performed in a opening/losing image.

3.1 Additional morphological sequence

Comparing Figure 5 to Figure 1 presenting a part of the original satellite scene one can
notice that the result of classification still has some mistakes. For presenting the
potential of mathematical morphology the post-processing sequence of morphological
operations for resolve these problems has been proposed:

– The first step is a substraction of a mask of water from a mask of orchards. Due to the
similiarity of water pixels to shadows of the trees pixels and to its neighbourhood
(meadows) it can be errogeneously classificated as an orchard. Water mask has been
created basing on classification of the original satellite scene and post-processing
morphological-based author-developed algorithm.

– The second step is a simple morphological opening of the mask obtained in the
previous step. Due to specific of orchard it must have some minimal width (3 meters
width is assumed for this experiment) so opening is used for eliminating of objects
thinner than assumed and so errogenously classificated as orchards.
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Figure 3. Original, closed and opened images typical land cover classes.
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– Last step is a NOP (new type of opening operations), operation for eliminating small
objects. The minimal surface of the orchard is assumed on the level of 50m2. NOP is
used for eliminating groups of pixels smaller than this limit and so probably
errogenously classificated as orchards.

4 FINAL RESULT

The result of an application of operations presented in Section 3, a mask of orchard, was
controlled by comparing it to the result of visual interpretation. Thanks to the ease of

 

classification ( – ), interpretation (+) 

classification (+) , interpretation (+) 

classification (+), interpretation ( – ) 

classification ( – ), interpretation ( – ) 

Figure 5. Comparison between classification result and the reference.

Figure 4. Orchard binary mask.
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orchard visual interpretation it was assumed as a faultless reference. Figure 6 presents
the comparison of orchard masks obtained in classification and visual interpretation.
Sign (+) means that the pixel is assigned to orchard class pending one of operations and
sign (�) means that it is not. So both black and light green colours signify correct
classification. Two other colours signify places of wrong classification.

Despite some incorrectness a good precision of classification was obtained.
Commision error is 5,2%, and ommission error is 1,4%.

The main purpose of this paper is of course a classification of orchards but for a better
overview of correctness of results they were combined with other classes like water,
meadows, forests and soil. These relatively homogenic classes were obtained in the
classification of original satellite scene. The additional improvement was a correction of
the water class using among other things like a mask used in previous chapter. The result
is shown in Figure 7.

5 CONCLUSION

Traditional classification of digital images, based on radiometric values of pixels is
performing well in case of relatively homogenic types of land cover like water, grass,
cereal or even forests. However, some problems occur when trying to extract land cover
types of heterogenic nature like orchards. In this case a traditional classification of
original images may be not enough.

However, it is possible to perform simple morphological operations and create an
image where even so a heterogenic type of land cover as orchard can be classified
corrrectly. An additional morphological-based algorithm can improve the result and
thanks to that high precision was obtained.
There are still some problemes to resolve. Eliminating of these problems require further
research. There is also some potential in the approach described above, like relating a
size of structuring elements with an orchard type or condition for extracting not only
class of orchards but also for classifying different types of orchards.
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Figure 6. Final version of classification of the satellite image including the class of orchards.
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